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• Promote safety for all who travel 
or otherwise use the public 
highways.

• Preserve the independence, 
dignity, and self-esteem that 
result from providing one’s own 
mobility, so long as it is possible 
to do so without risk to oneself or 
to others. 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Balance between safety and independenceDriving is a privilege, not a right.Driving is such an important privilege that it must not be denied frivolouslyEspecially in rural settings



What are the signs someone 
may no longer be safe to drive?

How does DMV receive 
information on unsafe drivers?

What options are there for those 
who can no longer drive 
themselves?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the perspective of the individual and for healthcare providersThe At-risk program: Mandatory and Non-mandatory considerations3.  Other options for transportation



Warning Signs
• When things that happen to all 

of us……start happening more
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Where did I park?

Where did that car come from?
Is that a new dent?

Am I safe?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Driving is an overlearned task – meaning it can be easily taken for grantedIt requires the ability to divide attentionModern vehicles can overcome many physical limitations, but there is still a level of strength and flexibility 



Warning Signs
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Trouble making turns

Especially left turns

Confused by traffic control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Left hand turns are the most dangerous thing you can do while driving	Making them an appropriate “canary in the coalmine”	



Warning Signs
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Trouble making turns

Especially left turns

Confused by traffic control

Highway interchange

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not just confusing, inconsistent from place to place
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Warning Signs
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Trouble making turns

Especially left turns

Confused by traffic control

Highway interchangeRoundabouts!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Studies have shown that roundabouts are safer than traditional stop sign or signal-controlled intersections. Roundabouts reduced injury crashes by 75 percent at intersections where stop signs or signals were previously used for traffic control, according to a study by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS)Reduce crashes overallReduce failure to yield accidents which are a leading cause of accidents involving older drivers
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Stop at green 
light or brake 
inappropriately

Find other drivers 
honk their horns at 
you

Warning Signs

Photo by Lee Jordan, CC BY 2.0

Photo by MrCompEng, CC BY 2.0
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Warning Signs (continued)
• Difficulty making sound 

judgments, such as unsafe 
passing 

Have thought or been 
told that you should 
not drive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thoughtless driving errors, (we all make them on occasion) Traffic control devices are there to warn us of dangers that may or may not be present.This driver doesn’t represent the best person to assess our ability to drive, but if you notice an increase in this don’t ignore it.



Self-Regulation

• “A complex process that cannot be 
defined simply by the reported driving 
modifications made by drivers.”

• “Shows promise as a means by which 
older adults can continue to drive at some 
level without having to stop altogether.”

(Molnar, et al, 2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Close calls are a very powerful message. A close call is a collision avoided by luck.	nodding off while driving exampleListen to yourself and those who care about you. 	self regulation is key



Self-Regulation

• Many adults compensate for decreased 
physical functioning

• Reducing the amount of driving, both 
number of trips and places

• Not driving at night
• Avoiding “high risk” trips
• Avoiding rush hour and freeway 
driving

• Driving only on familiar routes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Logic tells us that since we all are affected by aging there should be an increase in crash involvement as we age. This is not the case.



Warning Signs - Medical

• Major life change/stressor
• Forgetfulness, agitation, confusion, 

disorientation
• Loss of coordination and joint 

stiffness
• Loss of feeling in extremities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This process begins well before we are aware.We make decisions on our safety on a regular basis	Who drives on New Years if they don’t have a reason



Warning Signs - Medical
• Trouble walking, swallowing, hearing
• Dizziness when changing positions 

(tripping/falling)
• Shortness of breath and general 

fatigue
• Difficulty following/responding to 

verbal instructions 
• Polypharmacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If self regulation were perfect there would never be a story of a driver backing through a store when they intended to drive forward.Checking a blindspot may become less effective due to joint stiffness. It may be very difficult to know until a “close call” or collisionFunctional (physical) impairments can usually be overcome through behaviors or adaptive equipment	dialysis patient story



Skills Necessary for
Safe Driving

Attention Visuospatial 
abilities

Strength

Judgment & 
Problem 
Solving

Memory Peripheral 
Sensation

Reaction 
Time

Prevention of 
Loss of 

consciousness 
or control

Flexibility

Planning & 
Sequencing

Visual acuity Motor Planning

Impulsivity Field of vision Coordination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SyncopePolypharmacy – When effective level of medication precludes safe driving.



Conditions Example

Polypharmacy Anticholinergics, some 
antidepressants, anti-convulsants, 
sedatives-narcotics

Cardiovascular disease Cardiac syncope, heart failure

Neurological disease Parkinsons, dementia, seizures
Psychiatric disease Depression, substance abuse
Metabolic disorders Diabetes
Visual disease Cataracts, macular degeneration

Respiratory disease COPD, sleep apnea
Musculoskeletal disease Arthritis

Conditions Associated with
Driving Risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart represents the categories in our mandatory reporting program.Developed by a workgroup composed of physicians, driving safety professionals, advocates for senior rights, and the DMV.



Designed to identify drivers 
of any age who may no 
longer be safe
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DMV’s At-Risk Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are conditions that can affect safe driving relating to all of our bodies systems



ORS 807.060
A person the department reasonably believes 

has a mental or physical condition or 
impairment that affects the person’s ability to 
safely operate a motor vehicle upon the 
highways is not eligible for a license.
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Medical Conditions May 
Impair  Driving Ability



• Mandatory Reporting
• Voluntary Reporting
• Self-Reporting
• DMV Vision Screening
• Voluntary Request for 

Retesting
18

DMV’s At-Risk Program



What MUST  be reported?
Designated physicians or 
health care providers 
Severe and Uncontrollable
And affects the person’s ability 
to safely operate a motor 
vehicle
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Mandatory Reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self reporting refers to the application. DMV requires an applicant to attest to their medical ability to safely drive. Marking “yes” to the three application questions indicates you are not or may not be safe to drive and should prevent the issuance of a license.All drivers over 50 must pass a DMV vision screen or provide information from the vision specialist that their vision meets DMV requirements for driving.Voluntary request to test. DMV will not test to satisfy curiosity. The driver must express concern about their ability to drive safely. Can lead to being entered into the At-risk program. May be better accepted by some individuals.



• WHO: Primary care provider
• WHAT: Severe and uncontrollable 

functional and/or cognitive 
impairments

• HOW: DMV Mandatory Impairment 
Referral
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Mandatory Reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The intent is to identify drivers who are not safe to drive and do not have a treatment option to improve their abilities.



Mandatory Reporting Form

Statute requires mandatory reports must be 
received on this form.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expanded at the request of PCP’s to include specialists assessing these abilities on referral from PCPSevere= Impairments that substantially limit ADL/IADL including drivingUncontrollable= Persistent impairments not controlled by Medication, therapy, surgery, or adaptive device. Includes non-compliance with treatment



Mandatory Reporting Form

Indicate categories but include narrative as 
well, DMV may contact you for additional 
information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please fill in all boxes. The Mandatory program was designed to result in an immediate suspension of driving privilege. As a result the requirements are very strict.



Mandatory Reporting Form

Explain how the impairments effect the 
individual. Include specific concerns about 
driving, attach case notes, test scores, 
medication lists, etc.



Liability

Oregon Revised Statues (ORS 807.710)  
“If a designated physician or healthcare provider 
makes a report to the department in good faith, 
that person shall be immune from civil liability that 
might otherwise result from making the report. If a 
designated physician or healthcare provider does 
not make a report, that person shall be immune 
from civil liability that might otherwise result from 
not making a report.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the mandatory program we must have specific information on how any reported impairments or conditions affect the individual. In the non-mandatory program we must have specific information on how a persons ability to drive is affected.Mandatory reports can be considered as non-mandatory. Information about driving concerns is very helpful, but the mandatory program assumes doctors may not have information on actual driving (families concerns are often reported)



Approximately 2000 reports each year
(Approximately 3 million licensed drivers)

Age of person reported ranges from 15 – 95

Most frequently reported

Consequences

Source of reports
25

Outcomes



• WHO: Anyone from Medical 
professionals to friends

• WHAT: Conditions, diagnosis, 
observed driving

• HOW: Driver Evaluation 
Request

26

Voluntary Reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very rough numbersProblems associated with dementia and other conditions related to cognitive function are by far the most common. Alone or in conjunction with other impairments. Cognitive issues greatly impair the ability to self-regulate.Accepted mandatory reports result in 100% immediate suspensionThese come 100% from healthcare professionalsSuspension can be lifted through medical clearance and testing (covered in more detail later)DMV can never close the door on driving permanently 



Approximately 3000 reports each
year 

Age of person reported ranges 
from 16 – 98

Consequences

Source of reports
27

Outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes we only have repeated concerns about driving with no information on impairment or condition.Driver Evaluation Request is provided to aid in reporting but we can receive these reports in many forms.



What happens next
If testing is required

If medical certification is 
required

Immediate suspension
28

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The expectation is these result in a requirement to take DMV tests. Conditions that would not be identified by a test (LOC, problem with alcohol) result in a requirement to receive medical clearance.Can result in immediate suspension	Reason to believe the person may endanger people or property	Accident is reportedly caused by a medical condition	Reports of driving that did not result in injury only due to good 	fortune of the reactions of othersImmediate suspension takes a path very similar to the Mandatory reporting programThese can come from anyone, but nearly half come from law enforcement through driver contact or an accident. Nearly 40% come from healthcare providers. Leaving around 10% from other sources (family, neighbors, social workers, etc)



Confidentiality of Reporters
All written documentation, including the name of the reporter, 

will be kept confidential and not released to any person 
unless: 

• The report was submitted by a police officer or judge acting 
within the scope of his/her official duties; 

• DMV determines the documentation must be released 
pursuant to the Public Records Law, ORS 192.410 to 
192.505 or the Attorney General or a court orders 
disclosure in accordance with the Public Records Law; or 

• DMV determines the documentation to be necessary 
evidence in an administrative proceeding involving the 
suspension or cancellation of the person's driving privileges 
or right to apply for driving privileges. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will be provided 60 days to pass Vision, Knowledge and Drive tests or a suspension will be started that is effective after an additional 30 days.	All tests are free	Don’t wait, the drive test must be scheduled 	Extension may be granted in some circumstancesYou will be provide a Driver Medical Report for completion by your healthcare provider. If the paperwork is not received in 30 days a suspension will be started that is effective after another 30 days	The medical form is a communication between your healthcare 	provider and DMV’s Medical Determination Officer (MDO)	Don’t wait, current practice is to remove the suspension if we 	receive information within 30 days. If there are additional 	requirements there will be additional time provided. If the 	information is received after 30 days the suspension will stay on 	your record if there are additional requirements.Immediate suspension are treated in a similar fashion as mandatory.



How to Prepare
Self-regulate
Assess skills 
Consider a “retirement plan” for 
driving
Know your transportation options
Involve others

30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are good at confidentially – We take care not to reveal identity even indirectly. Mandatory reports are even precluded from use as evidence. Every suspension allows for a hearing. Requesting a hearing does not preclude going through DMV’s process. The At-risk program provides a path to prove driving safety a hearing focuses on DMV following rule.Well fewer than 10% of reports result in a request for hearing 



Resources

• Self-test and self regulate
• AARP Smart Driver course
• AAA Roadwise Review –

SeniorDrivingAAA.com
• Self-rating tool
• Interactive Driving Evaluation
• Information on Driving Skills Assessments & 

Clinical Assessment
• Roadwise Rx – medications that affect driving

• Professional lessons
• Certified Driving Rehabilitation Specialist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self regulate on purpose. Think about your driving. Drive regularly if you intend to drive (don’t save it for an emergency)AARP course (discount on insurance), AAA has similar programs	Carfit events	Driving lessonsJust as we make preparations for not working. Perform preventive maintenance on our vehicles. Think about what might happen if you can no longer provide your own transportation.	Owning a vehicle is expensive.Identify people who you will listen to if the time comes

http://seniordriving.aaa.com/
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/DMV/Pages/driverid/comm_drvr_train_sch.aspx#list
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/DMV/pages/driverid/limitedvisioncert.aspx


Resources
Transportation Options  

OregonDMV.com-Driver Fitness
Area Agency on Aging

No Fee Identification Card  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
AARP course provide insurance discount



QUESTIONS

Kristopher Kyes
(503)945-5295

Oregon Department of Transportation
kristopher.g.kyes@odot.state.or.us

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See printed materials
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